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Current Air Traffic Surveillance Coverage 

70% of the world lacks any real-time air traffic surveillance coverage 
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Global Aeronautical Distress and Safety System 

•  MH370 triggered a global search, highlighting the lack of oceanic 
surveillance 

 
•  ICAO convened a special group to propose solutions 

⦿  The Global Aeronautical Distress and Safety System (GADSS) concept of 
operations was born 

•  GADSS has two main time horizons: 
⦿  November 2018: Airlines have to develop a tracking capability outside of 

surveillance at least once every 15 minutes 
⦿  2021: Autonomous Distress Tracking (ADT) will place more stringent 

requirements on an operator’s ability to detect an aircraft in distress and 
reduce the reporting interval to a minute 
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Considerations and Requirements 

•  Many requirements have been published, some are still being 
discussed: 
⦿  Track aircraft at least once every 15 minutes 
⦿  Detect when an aircraft is in distress. 
⦿  Position updates of data at least once a minute when an airplane is in 

distress 
⦿  The ability for an operator to notify relevant authorities 
⦿  Function throughout an airline operating area outside of surveillance 

coverage 
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Industry Challenges 

•  Line-of-sight restriction of existing surveillance infrastructure 
•  Line-of-sight of ADS-C over VHF 
•  SATCOM / SATVOICE equipage levels on narrow body aircraft 
•  SATCOM / SATVOICE equipage levels outside of core oceanic areas 
•  Technical capability of existing avionics 
•  Polar coverage 
•  Equipage costs 
•  Harmonized / global applicability 
•  Ease of implementation 
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Surveillance For All ADS-B Equipped Aircraft 
EVERYWHERE 
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Serving Multiple Aviation Environments 
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Investment By Aviation Stakeholders 

A Major Aviation Enhancement  
Created By ANSPs 
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Flight Tracking and Data Processing 

•  Founded in 2005 by pilots, based in Houston, Texas 
•  Flight tracking / processing of data  for airlines and private aviation 
•  Provider of flight data to aviation industry (>10,000 customer aircraft) 
•  Customers include Qatar Airways, multiple major hub carriers, SITA, 

ARINC Direct, Lufthansa Systems etc. 
•  60 employees in Houston, New York City, London, and Singapore 
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The FlightAware System 
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Web Interface 
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GlobalBeacon Monitoring Worldwide Fleet 
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GlobalBeacon Alerting Configuration 
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GlobalBeacon 

Leveraging existing aviation technology to provide a global solution for GADSS
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